
Curriculum Plan Subject Maths Year Year 11 (Mrs Saxton) 

 

 W/C 10th January W/C 17th January W/C 24th January 

How you will access home 

learning 
Work set will be accessed through Teams and Hegarty Maths 

How you be able to 

interact with your 

teacher and gain 

feedback on your work 

All students can email their teacher if they need support and feedback. Task specific feedback can be given 

via Hegarty Maths. For some lessons on Teams, the meeting text function can allow students to interact with 

their teacher. 

Retrieval 
How we will help you to 

recall previously learnt 

knowledge 

Starter quiz will be posted on Teams at the lesson time.  

Live lessons will begin with solutions or they will be posted in the channel.  
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What you will be 

learning about this 

week 

Solving using quadratic 

formula 
Bounds and Estimation 

Changing the subject of an 

equation 

How we will teach 

you the new 

knowledge or ideas 

New content will be delivered in live lessons on Teams. Alternatively, links to  

Hegarty Maths videos and tasks will be posted in the channel on the day.  

Activities that will 

help you learn and 

practice what 

you’ve been taught 

You will complete the questions presented in Teams live lesson or follow up with Hegarty Maths quizzes as 

directed in the live lesson.  

These will give you instant feedback and you can retry the quizzes as many times as you like (aim for at least 

80%) 

What you can do if 

you are stuck 

➔ Use the ‘get help’ button on HM and/or watch the building blocks lessons 

➔ Use the comment section on HM to query an answer 

➔ Email the teacher or use the chat function on Teams 



 

 W/C 25th January W/C 7th February  

How you will access home 

learning 
Work set will be accessed through Teams and Hegarty Maths 

How you be able to 

interact with your 

teacher and gain 

feedback on your work 

The quizzes are all available in G Drive, maths, staff, staff TS, Y11, 2020-21. You need to do one of these 

each week, I will upload the solutions to SMHW every Wednesday. 

Use Hegarty Maths MemRi quizzes and GCSE Revision Grid (mathsbot.com) as well, make sure that it is set to foundation 

/ crossover. 

Retrieval 
How we will help you to 

recall previously learnt 

knowledge 

Starter quiz will be posted on Teams at the lesson time.  

Live lessons will begin with solutions or they will be posted in the channel. 
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What you will be 

learning about this 

week 
Vectors Surds  

How we will teach 

you the new 

knowledge or ideas 

New content will be delivered in live lessons on Teams. Alternatively, 

links to  

Hegarty Maths videos and tasks will be posted in the channel on the day.  

 

Activities that will 

help you learn and 

practice what 

you’ve been taught 

You will complete the questions presented in Teams live lesson or follow up with Hegarty Maths quizzes as 

directed in the live lesson.  

These will give you instant feedback and you can retry the quizzes as many times as you like (aim for at least 

80%) 

What you can do if 

you are stuck 

➔ Use the ‘get help’ button on HM and/or watch the building blocks lessons 

➔ Use the comment section on HM to query an answer 

Email the teacher or use the chat function on Teams 

https://mathsbot.com/gcseRevisionGrid

